Click-chemistry-conjugated oligo-angiomax in the two-dimensional DNA lattice and its interaction with thrombin.
The recently arising antithrombin drug, angiomax, was successfully conjugated with a 5'-amino oligonucleotide through click chemistry. This oligo-angiomax conjugate was assembled into a two-dimensional DNA lattice with other oligonucleotides together. Besides the plane sheet of DNA lattices, an interesting angiomax-involved DNA tubing structure, constructed by 40 to 50 angiomax stripes which are parallel to the longitudinal axis of the tube, was also imaged. After incubation of thrombins with the angiomax-involved DNA lattice, the binding of thrombins to arrayed angiomax peptides was observed. Finally a chromogenic substrate bioassay was employed to estimate the antithrombin activities as assembled oligo-angiomax DNA lattice approximately 1.1, oligo-angiomax approximately 2.7 angiomax. The functionalized DNA lattices have the potential to be used as a powerful platform for investigation of biomolecular interactions such as drug-protein, protein-protein, DNA-RNA, and DNA-protein interactions in the nano- and subnanoscales.